
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an advertising operations
manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for advertising operations manager

Represent AOC in the broader WW AdOps Leadership Team
Interact with internal external clients including but not limited to coordination
and consultation to ensure a successful advertising campaign/all ads on site
are correctly deployed
Daily operations management of 24X7 advertising campaign execution and
design services
Process optimization, improvement and invention using Lean and Six Sigma
tools software automation
Ownership of the behind-the-scenes systems including business planning and
analysis, workflow planning, quality auditing
Leadership of scalable strategies for accelerating new hire onboarding and
support for new advertising products and platforms
Work with sales to understand client’s goals in order to identify and
recommend ideal media placements for proposals that will ensure client
objectives are met
Work across multiple teams to build strategic and creative digital or cross
platform plans for our clients
Deep knowledge and understanding of all of our cross platform products and
capabilities
Work closely with sales and traffic to solve all problems and to ensure that we
not only meet client’s objectives but exceed them, ultimately leading to client
retention

Example of Advertising Operations Manager Job
Description
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3+ years in running and improving large global operations
Direct experience in digital or other software driven process management
10+ years management experience in technical operations, advertising
operations or similar production environment with a demonstrated history of
delivering innovative solutions
Excellent knowledge of statistical concepts and their application to
operations along with expertise in the use of technical/statistical tools to
drive quality, process improvement and system design
Management of a minimum of 50 employees, including people managers
(payroll, performance management and work-flow assignment)
A proven ability to identify new areas of opportunity and invent policies or
processes to address those opportunities using expertise in disciplines such
as business analysis, process engineering and software development


